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bit iceroot: I should also state that we did it! :) bekks: Lets see the output of the command I told you earlier
please. !pastebin | bekks bekks, please see my private message I have an old soundblaster live 5.1 and want
to use it with alsa, to get the correct input/output I use the /etc/modprobe.d/alsa-base.conf file.. there I set
everything to: options snd-hda-intel model=3stack, and I do see sound out of the speakers (digital). But if I
plug in a headphone, there is no sound from the speakers.. I do have headphone connected.. and the volume

is up Anyone can help me? icepick nicomachus, have a new HP notebook. why I was asking about new
drivers for the laptop. icepick: where are you getting this info from? icepick: Why are you using Ubuntu at

all? bekks: we don't know for sure. Then why are you using the support channel for Ubuntu? So I finally
got my printing problem sorted out. nicomachus, HP support site On Ubuntu 16.04, in the gnome "print

preview" window, when you hit "print" you get the "printer disconnected" error, and you have to hit cancel
to get out of it. In Ubuntu 14.04, hitting "print" actually did *not* bring up the "printer disconnected"

window, but the printer never printed anything. nicomachus: He clearly stated that he is using Ubuntu - and
since we dont know, we shouldnt provide support for it in this channel. icepick: And there is the official

HP support channel you can contact, as well. bekks: and? we're supporting him nicomachus: And you know
he is using ubuntu, since you are using ubuntu.
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